To identify genes whose expression is regulated by exogenous stimuli, we developed a gene trap strategy for high-throughput functional screening. We built a promoterless retroviral vector carrying the sequence of a green fluoresecnt protein-nitroreductase fusion protein downstream from a splice acceptor site. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis of the transduced population allows identification and sorting of cells in which the trap is integrated downstream from an active promoter. Conversely the nitroreductase moiety allows pharmacological selection against constitutive green fluoresecnt protein-nitroreductase expression. Using hepatocyte growth factor stimulation of liver cells as a model, we combined stimulus administration with either positive or negative selection, to recover cells carrying traps in induced or suppressed genes, respectively. The two selection procedures yielded cell populations whose fluorescence consistently increased or diminished after ligand stimulation. Several distinct responsive clones were isolated, and regulated expression of the trapped gene was confirmed at the RNA level.
To identify genes whose expression is regulated by exogenous stimuli, we developed a gene trap strategy for high-throughput functional screening. We built a promoterless retroviral vector carrying the sequence of a green fluoresecnt protein-nitroreductase fusion protein downstream from a splice acceptor site. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis of the transduced population allows identification and sorting of cells in which the trap is integrated downstream from an active promoter. Conversely the nitroreductase moiety allows pharmacological selection against constitutive green fluoresecnt protein-nitroreductase expression. Using hepatocyte growth factor stimulation of liver cells as a model, we combined stimulus administration with either positive or negative selection, to recover cells carrying traps in induced or suppressed genes, respectively. The two selection procedures yielded cell populations whose fluorescence consistently increased or diminished after ligand stimulation. Several distinct responsive clones were isolated, and regulated expression of the trapped gene was confirmed at the RNA level.
Responsive clones make a library of reporter cells in which the transcriptional control of the trapped genes can easily be further characterized. This selection procedure allows fast and efficient isolation and characterization of genes whose transcription is regulated by exogenous stimuli in a given cell line.
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Genomic-scale genetic expression profiles of oral cancers At present classification of oral squamous cell carcinoma depends heavily on pathological examination of tissue. Cancerous tissue is classified according to different morphological and histological characteristics that are used not only to diagnose but also to predict outcome. Yet we know that potentially heterogenous tumors are lumped into single groups when they could have even subtly different degrees of aggressiveness. Using oligonucleotide arrays, we have classified oral cavity squamous cell carcinomas by generating genomic-scale genetic expression profiles at different histopathological grades. We compared expression intensities for each gene represented in the oligonucleotide array from tumor tissues at different neoplastic stages with those of normal tissue. We then reported the differences in expression as fold changes in intensity for each gene. Our data, generated using hierarchical clustering analysis, not only confirm previous findings on oral cancer gene expression but also show specific patterns that seem to cluster with each histopathological grade studied. Well-differentiated tumors and moderately differentiated tumors show different patterns of expression. Moreover, using gene cluster analysis, we observed heterogeneity in genetic expression profiles among cancers of a particular histopathological grade. In addition, several genes show overexpression throughout all stages of neoplasia studied, whereas others seem to be downregulated uniformly. We were also able to identify genes that show upregulation as the histopathological grading worsens. The implications of these findings for clinical outcome prediction, the discovery of new tumor markers and the generation of genomic-scale genetic expression databases for oral cancers will be discussed.
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Microarray analysis of RhoC-transformed mammary epithelial cells suggests molecular mechanisms of inflammatory breast cancer
